Balanced weighing designs investigated by R. C. Bose and J. M. Cameron 
Intro,· lction and Summary.
There has been much work (6~8] on the construction~non-existence and applications of difference sets. Two of the main applications are in the areas of Design of Experiments and Error correcting codes. A new class of difference sets arose in the construction of association schemes and partially balanced incomplete block designs [4~5] . Such type of difference sets~called~"partial difference sets" are described in section 2.
Calibration designs or balanced weighing designs have been constructed and used by Bose and Cameron (2~3] in comparing the value of the "unknown" objects in terms of the accepted standards.
The extension of the balanced weighing designs (BWD) to a situation of "partial balance" based on "association schemes" leads to a new type of designs called "partially balanced weighing designs (PBWD)" [7, 10, 11] . These are described in section 3.
The main contribution in this paper is the construction of partial difference sets and the application of difference sets and partial difference sets in constructing partially balanced weighing designs.
The methods of construction are described in section 4.
Perfect and Partial Difference Sets
A perfect difference set [6, 8] 
V is called a (v, k, A) -difference set.
A (v, k, A) -difference set is equivalent to a cyclic (v, k, A) symmetric balanced incomplete block design. For A = 1, a (v, k, A) difference set yields a cyclic projective plane.
A generalization of the idea of a difference set was noticed in Bose and Nair [4] and later in Bose and Shimamoto [5] . They did not, however, use the term "partial difference set". In [3] , for defining a cyclic association scheme with two associate classes, the authors introduced a set •. , e n2 } occurs h times, where the e } is exactly the set of integers n 2 D will be called a partial difference set and denoted by D(v, n l , n 2 , g, h).
We note that the parameters of D satisfy the following relations.
n l + n 2 = v-I n l g + n 2 h = nl(nl-l).
If g = h, D is a (v, n l , g) perfect difference set.
The following is the statement of a well known theorem in difference sets [8] . 
The following lemma is well known, see for instance [1] . {x , x , (u-l) and u.
So by definition of forms a partial difference set with parameters (4u+l, 2u, 2u, u-l, u). which proves the theorem. Association shcemes have been developed [4, 5] , in connection with the study of partially balanced incomplete block designs. As has been mentioned already, the extensions of the balanced weighing designs going to be described in section 3, arise by the introduction of association schemes.
All the constructions which are made in section 4 are with reference to a particular case of a general type of association scheme called cyclic association scheme [5] about which a result is established in corollary 2.1.
Although a simple proof of corollary 2.2 can be given by the direct use of Theorem 2.3, it is deduced as a particular case of a Theorem due to Mesner [9] , which is stated below. n i , i-th associates, the number n. (1) Any two first associates occur together in the same half block All times and in the opposite half blocks A 21 times.
(2) Any two second associates occur together in the same half block A 12 times and in the opposite half blocks A 22 times.
Such a design is denoted by PBWD
The combinatorial properties of these designs together with the methods of construction and the analysis are described elsewhere [10] . A good account of the methods of construction of the PBWD's with the triangular, Latin square and group divisible association shcemes is given in a separate paper [11] .
The next section is concerned with a method called "the cyclic generation of the PBWD's", which consists in generating all the blocks of the design with the help of one or more initial blocks. The investigation is restricted to a particular class of cyclic association schemes. Suppose {a'l' a,Z' ... , a. }
are Zt -sets of distinct integers, each of size p, with the following properties:
I. The sets are disjoint.
II. Among the differences (a ij -
III.
Among the differences mentioned in II, each e q (q=l,Z, ... ,n Z ) occurs A IZ times.
IV. Among the differences of the form + (a .. -b, ) , and with the association scheme defined by the partial difference set ... ,
with parameters:
Thus the corresponding association scheme called cyclic association scheme is specified by the parameters a, S, n, and 11,) Proof: For some verifications arising in the proof. '-'Ie c:nl~avc :\11 idc<l of the situation by restricting to a single initial block from out of the set of t -blocks.
We know that the number of blocks is vt when we start with t initial blocks. We also know that p is the half-block size. is the same as the number of times u and s occur together. But this number is All by the condition II. Also this entire argument
• is valAld as long as the pair constitutes a pair of first associates.
In the same way, it is easily seen that two treatments which are first associates will occur in opposite half blocks of the same block 
It is obvious from(7 ) (or (8» that if q is odd, then u-w is also odd and vice versa.
is also even and vice versa. Then among the u(u-l) differences formed from Proof: The set (AI -A 2 ) of differences can be written as an array given below:
So any arbitrary element of (A l - which is Also, it is obvious that the first part of (11)is a set of u distinct elements and that the second part of (11)is a set of u distinct elements.
So it follows from( 10) that all the Zu -distinct elements of (11) are quadratic residues or non-quadratic residues according as the corresponding x Rw (see (10) is a quadratic residue or a non-residue, respectively. ,.
, using the result that under the above circumstances, 4 8 4u f x , x , "" x 1 forms a perfect difference set. 
